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What makes tidewater glaciers interesting?

I They are spectacular

I They �ow fast

I They change a lot

I They have a mind of their

own
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Mass budget of tidewater and outlet glaciers

I Glaciers ending in water have a

non-zero �ux across their termini

I The magnitude of this �ux can

change rapidly

I In many situations the mass loss

through discharge into the ocean

is as important as surface

melting and sometimes it

dominates melting entirely.
Photo: K. Echelmeyer
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Calving

I Ice discharge

consists of

mechanical

break-up and

melting

I Calving occurs at all

sizes (power law?)
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Calving mechanisms

I Fracture

mechanics

I Damage

mechanics

I Empirical

laws
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Calving mechanims

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)

I Crevasses open when tensile stress exceeds the fracture toughness

(Mode I failure)

I The weight of the ice counteracts the tensile stress

I Water in crevasses helps opening crevasses

I Conclusion: Crevasses can propagate through the entire ice column, if

su�cient water is present
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The Benn calving law

I If crevasses reach to the bottom

of the ice the glacier calves

I Crevasse depth depends on

strain rate and ice thickness

I Water helps crevasse penetration

I Benn postulate: If a crevasse

reaches sea level, the glacier

calves Benn et al., 2007
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Damage mechanics

I Papers by Antoine Pralong

(ETH Zürich)

I Introduce a new variable for

damage ω ∈ [0, 1], where ω = 0

signi�es total damage, i.e. a

crevasse

I This has been used to model

dry-calving at hanging glaciers,

but might be impractical for

tidewater glaciers

Pralong and Funk, 2007
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Empirical laws: Water depth

I Observation: Calving rate

depends on height of

water column

I This does not seem to

work well on a rapidly

retreating glacier

Benn et al., 2007
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Empirical laws: Floatation criterion

I Calving rate is such that a certain cli� height

above �oatation is maintained

I Works quite well for grounded tidewater

glaciers, but does not allow �oating tongues

to develop

I Physical justi�cation: Well grounded ice

bergs do not easily calve, even if full

thickness fracture has occurred.
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Position of terminus

I The glacier front is a free boundary

I If ice supply is given by u and the calving velocity uc , then the length

of the glacier L is given by dL/dt = u − uc

I Generally, the length change of a glacier is one to two orders of

magnitude smaller than either u or uc .

I This indicates that ice velocity and calving �uxes are not independent

of each other.
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Melting at the ice-ocean interface

I Ocean water can carry large

amounts of heat

Motyka and Tru�er, 2007
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Melting at the ice-ocean interface

I Typical fjord circulation brings in

warm saline water that can melt

ice

I Budget on mass, salinity, and

energy can be closed by

measuring incoming and

outgoing �uxes

I LeConte Glacier: more than 10

md
−1 of melt at a near-vertical

calving face.

I That's a lot.

Motyka et al, 2003
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Causes for changes in calving �ux

I Break-up of ice

shelves leads to

large changes in ice

�ux

I This is known as

the buttressing

e�ect

I Examples: Larsen B

Ice Shelf, �oating

tongues in

Greenland Benn et al., 2007
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Thinning and acceleration

I Basal motion is dependent on the

e�ective pressure: pe� = pice − pwater

I Water pressure at the base of a

tidewater glacier is determined by

sealevel

I Thinning ice leads to lower overburden

pressure, hence lower e�ective

pressure, and therefore higher rates of

basal motion

I Higher velocities lead to increased ice

discharge and surface lowering

I This can lead to the disintegration of

entire ice�elds.

Joughin et al., 2004
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Inland e�ects

Tidewater glacier retreat can lead to the disappearance of entire ice�elds.

Chris Larsen, UAF
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The tidewater glacier cycle

The large dynamic in�uence of the ocean geometry can lead to glacier

behavior that is sometimes de-coupled from climate and leads to the

tidewater glacier cycle

I A tidewater glacier in retreat will continue retreat until calving

stabilizes (shallow water or narrow fjord)

I At this point, the surface balance is often very positive

I The glacier starts advancing by protecting itself from deep water by

pushing a terminal moraine

I The glacier reaches a state where the surface balance becomes near

zero

I A period of warmer climate can now trigger a retreat

I This cycle can take decades or centuries.
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The tidewater glacier cycle
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Glacier advance: Taku Glacier

1905

1929
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Glacial erosion

I Proglacial moraines make glacier

advance possible

I Advancing glaciers override and then

excavate till

I This happens at rapid rates (up to

meters per year)
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